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The anatomy of ice
Explore the beauty and science behind Greenland’s glaciers in these surreal images from photographer Roger Fishman

Resilient Woods Hole launches a walking trail app
New interactive tour raises awareness of areas in the village that are vulnerable to sea-level rise

How does ocean warming affect fisheries?
Learn how rising ocean temperatures are impacting the world’s commercial fisheries

Right whale population levels off after years of decline
A new report shows critically-endangered North Atlantic right whales still face ongoing threats

Enjoy a cuppa’ by the beach!
Find the perfect tumbler or mug to hold your cozy autumn drink, online at ShopWHOI

WHOI IN THE NEWS

WCAI
Cape Cod’s first climate change tour opens in Woods Hole

BOSTON GLOBE
How a big underground tank in Bedford could help boost state’s ‘bluetech’ economy

NBC NEWS
Comprehensive study of West Antarctic ice sheet finds collapse may be unavoidable

CTV NEWS
After years of decline, endangered right whale population could be levelling off
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